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Annex 4 

 

 

TECHNICAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS FORLOT III 
 

 

 

The provisions below are applicable to Lot III for the European Economic and Social Committee (hereafter 

the EESC). 

 

The provisions below further specify and complete the services, already set out in Annex 1 to the 

Specifications (Technical Terms and Conditions Common To All Lots). 

 

1 General presentation of the EESC 

The European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) is an EU advisory body comprising 

representatives of workers, employers' organisations and other interest groups. It issues opinions on 

EU legislation to the European Commission, the Council of the EU and the European Parliament, thus 

acting as a bridge between the EU's decision-making institutions and EU citizens. 

 

The overall composition of the EESC is: 

 

- 350 members, nominated by the Council of the European Union and representing different economic 

and social sectors from 28 member states, 51 delegates of the Consultative Commission on Industrial 

Change (CCMI) from various socio-professional organizations active in different sectors affected by 

the modernization of the economy, and experts. 

  

Members can be replaced by alternates. The duration of the mandate is 5 years. 

 

- Around 800 internal staff. 

 

- Other "temporary workers" such as external experts, trainees etc.; this category of people might work 

on occasional basis for the EESC throughout the year. 

 

From an organisational point of view, the Secretariat of the EESC is composed of different working 

bodies, such as Presidency, Directorates, Departments, Groups and Sections; each one of these 

working bodies might request the organisation of travels. 

 

Further information about the EESC is available on http://eesc.europa.eu 

 

2 Booking transport, accommodation and related services  

 

In the context of this call for tender, the EESC needs a TMC to organise the travel of the following 

categories of travellers: 

 

- Category I (Cat.I): EESC Members and assimilated travellers (around 500 frequent travellers / 

renewed every 5 years) 

- Category II (Cat.II): EESC Staff (around 800 staff), including trainees and seconded national 

experts  

- Category III (Cat.III): other travellers paid by the EESC, like special guests (around 200 occasional 

travellers per year)  

Each category of travellers has its own travel policy where different rules and procedures shall apply. 

http://eesc.europa.eu/
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Immediately after the entry into force of the contract, the TMC will receive all relevant information 

about the list of people for each category as well as the workflow to be applied to each category. This 

information may be regularly updated and revised during the implementation of the contract. In case 

of doubt or major concern with a reservation file, the service responsible for the execution of the 

contract will provide the TMC will all required clarification and explanation.  

 

It should be noted that travel bookings in the interest of the Institution for each category of traveller 

may be initiated or paid for directly by various managing services in the Institutions concerned (see 

Table 2 – cost centers).  

 

There are 19 different costs centres at the time being at the EESC (see table 2). An updated list of cost 

centers will be provided as soon as the contract enters into force.  

 

When receiving a request for booking, the TMC shall ascertain which cost center is responsible for the 

payment.  

 

The EESC will provide a single point of contact for all aspects related to the execution of the contract; 

the same service will clarify any doubt about the legitimacy of each cost center to initiate and/or modify 

bookings. 

 

The TMC shall not make any statement to the traveller with regard to the application of the different 

travel policies of the EESC. If the traveller needs further information about the application of the travel 

policies and rules, the TMC shall either liaise directly with the relevant service or direct the person to 

the relevant service. 

 

The EESC approximate value (in €) of the annual turnover and the estimated number of 

transactions/operations per year is set out in the table below. The numbers are based on the 

transactions/volume of 2016 and are provided purely for information purposes and are not 

binding the EESC. 
 

Services Lot III - EESC  

Issuing/modification /delivering flight tickets 9.916 

Turnover flight 6 825.701€ 

Cancelation flight tickets 1166 

Issuing/ Modification/ delivering train tickets 2.418 

Turnover train (€)  238.658€ 

Cancelation train tickets 258 

Booking /Modification hotel rooms 408 

Turnover hotel 194.525€ 

Cancelation hotel rooms: 32 

Car rental 0 

Turnover car 0 

Estimation annual turnover 7 258.885€ 

 

It is to be noted that for the next years the EESC foresees the increase of about 15% of quantity of 

transactions (both through TMC and Online Booking Tool). 

 

2.1 Group travel  

Different departments of the EESC need to organise regular travel for groups. These groups can be 

made of travellers belonging to of the three categories listed in the previous paragraphs (Cat. I, Cat. 

II and Cat III).  

The other provisions common to all lots apply. 
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2.2 Issuing and delivering tickets  

Use of the "unique identifier"  

 

For each booking, the TMC will receive a "unique identifier" (U.I.) from the EESC. This code will 

be communicated either orally, by e-mail or via machine to machine communication (i.e. EESC back 

office system   booking system tool) 

 

The TMC shall always mention the "unique identifier" on any booking, its modification or 

cancellation including the sending of a confirmation by mail to the passenger. 

 

The use of the "unique identifier" shall allow an easy tracking of every transaction processed by the 

TMC, from its earliest stage till the electronic invoice, including any intermediate communication 

related to the organisation of each travel.  

 

Moreover, the unique identifier allows the EESC to assign univocally the cost of each ticket to the 

relevant cost centre. 

 

 

3 Categories of travellers and special requirements related to bookings of three EESC 

categories of travellers  

 

As explained above, there are three categories of EESC travellers as follows: 

 

3.1 Members and assimilated travellers – Category I  

3.1.1 Provision of information related to travel of the EESC Members and assimilated 

travellers – Category I  

The following travellers comply with the same travel policy at the EESC: 

 

- Members, 

- delegates of the EESC's Consultative Commissions (CCMI), 

- their respective alternates, 

- experts. 

 

Within the scope of this document, these travellers belong to the "Category I" (cat I). It shall be noted 

that alternates and experts participate to a very few meetings and travel only to/from Brussels.  

 

In order to fully exercise their mandate disabled travellers are entitled to appropriate assistance. 

Depending on the extent of their disability during their journey they can be accompanied by an assistant 

of their choice, who will travel according to the same travel policy as the Member. Assistants will be 

allowed to order travel tickets for duly authorized meetings for the member they accompany during their 

trip. 

 

The list with the identity of Category I travellers, their relevant data and the applicable EESC's travel 

policy will be provided to the contractor at the entry into force of the contract. 

 

Any changes in the travel policy will be communicated to the TMC. The TMC shall immediately apply 

the changes without any compensation from the EESC. 
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The TMC will be required to gather the following information relating to the journeys for Members of 

the EESC between their residence and the working places or for participating at meetings outside the 

working places:  

 

- establishing of itineraries and reference prices according to the maximum accepted class for travel 

between the home town of Members or the capital of their member state and the place of work of the 

EESC or the places of meeting;  

- establishing flight times and distances for calculation of time and distance allowances for meetings 

within the European Union;  

- regular updates of the above data regarding the places of work and for meetings outside EESC's places 

of work. 

 

The TMC has to deliver this information electronically and at regular intervals (for Brussels) or ad hoc 

(for meetings). The service responsible for the reimbursement of travel expenses for Members will 

provide detailed instructions with regard to the procedure at the beginning of the entry into force of the 

contract, including information about the specific electronic format in which the information has to be 

sent.  

 

The service may request the TMC to create and regularly update a database with all itineraries and 

maximum prices to facilitate the booking and managing of itineraries. The information shall be provided 

by means of statistics at regular intervals, at least 3 times a year, providing details on which fare bases 

were invoiced, single or return trips and per destination and per departure city.  

3.1.2 Bookings for Category I  

Category I travellers, like Members (or their assistants, representing the Member) can order tickets or 

hotel rooms orally (by telephone or when the client or a person representing him presents himself at the 

TMC) or in writing (by mail or fax). The offered bookings shall take into account the personal wishes 

of the Member, though the Member shall be informed about the ceilings of the reimbursement, used by 

the relevant service, responsible for the reimbursement of travel expenses. The TMC shall offer different 

possible options: 

 

Flight tickets: 

- the maximum fare reimbursable 

- the requested fare 

- the cheapest business class fare 

- the flexible economy class fare 

- the best buy 

 

Train tickets: 

- ticket price in 1st class flexible 

- ticket price in 1st class restrictive fare 

- ticket price in 2nd class flexible 

- ticket price in 2nd class restrictive 

 

These indications may be updated. 

 

In any case, the TMC shall keep written traces of any booking, its modification or cancelation, if 

necessary by sending a confirmation by mail, and storing it, to the passenger.  

3.2 Staff members – category II  

The EESC has around 800 members of staff and around 500 missions on a yearly basis. For the 

majority of these missions (approximately 95%), staff makes use of the TMC for their travel 

arrangements. The missions office of the EESC (currently 2 persons) is in charge of dealing with 

mission requests and reimbursements. 
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The workflow of a staff mission is currently the following: 

- The staff member contacts the TMC, mostly by email, to receive one or more proposals for a given 

itinerary. If requested by the staff member, the TMC shall make a reservation which will be sent by 

email to the traveller with copy to the missions' office functional mailbox. The email shall clearly 

mention the EESC unique identifier, price, ticket deadline and all detailed information about the 

reservation including the itinerary. 

The staff member can also consult the Online Booking Tool of the TMC (point 7 of Annex 1 to the 

Specifications) and make a reservation directly through the portal. An online reservation shall follow 

the same approval workflow as a reservation made by the TMC.  

- In parallel to making a reservation, the staff member makes a mission request through the electronic 

application of the Institution. After approval by his superiors, the mission request is sent to the 

missions' office. 

- The missions office shall check the compatibility of the request with the traveller's wishes, the 

needs of the service, the relevant travel policy and the price of the reservation.  

- The missions' office can decide to modify/ cancel the reservation or to issue the ticket. The 

authorisation to the TMC for issuing the ticket shall always come from the missions office.  

For each ticket to be issued, the missions' office will therefore send an email to the TMC containing 

a unique identifier. This unique identifier shall be mentioned in all further communications and for 

the invoicing. The issued ticket shall be sent by email to the traveller and the missions' office 

functional mailbox.  

- A staff member is allowed to combine its mission with personal leave or a week-end. In that case, 

the missions' office may request the TMC to provide reference prices according to the actual working 

times. The missions' office will make a comparison. If the reference price is higher than the actual 

flights, it will contact the traveller and the difference will be deducted when reimbursing its travel 

expenses. 

- In case the ticket deadline has passed, the TMC shall send a new reservation upon request of the 

missions' office. If the ticket deadline changes or a ticket is cancelled by the airline company, the 

TMC shall inform the Missions office. The TMC shall also inform the missions office in case the 

number of tickets available becomes limited. 

- Once a ticket has been issued, all modifications or cancellations need prior authorisation of the 

missions' office by email. 

Under special circumstances, the EESC might send on mission trainees, national seconded experts 

and other people (like external contractors); ad hoc procedures will be established for this purpose. 

The above procedure might be subject to modifications that will be communicated to the TMC. 

 

3.3 Other travellers – Category III  

Different EESC services may request the TMC to book tickets or hotel rooms for additional travelers 

or groups of travelers not described above: 
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- Persons who are invited to attend or contribute to a hearing, conference or meeting, wherever the 

venue, other than EESC Members and their alternates, CCMI delegates and their alternates, experts 

or EESC staff. 

- Persons responsible for accompanying a disabled invited person under the terms of the item above. 

 

The EESC may entitle these beneficiaries a reimbursement for their travel expenses, based on the 

shortest and most economical return journey between the place of departure, as stipulated on the 

invitation, and the meeting venue by the most appropriate means of transport given the distance 

involved. 

 

The service responsible for the reimbursement of travel expenses for this kind of travelers will 

provide detailed instructions with regard to the procedure at the beginning of the entry into force of 

the contract. 

 

4 Payments of invoices for travel arrangements  

4.1 Electronic invoicing  

 

From the date the contract becomes effective, the invoicing procedure between the EESC and the 

TMC will be automated by use of electronic invoicing.  

 

Each transaction implying an invoice or a credit note will be sent by the contractor to the EESC only 

and exclusively by means of electronic invoicing. 

 

The EESC keeps a detailed record of costs for each travel; all relevant data from invoices are stored 

into a back-office application. Therefore, for each transaction (issuing of a ticket, modification 

implying payment or reimbursement, cancellation) the TMC shall issue an electronic invoice or an 

electronic credit note. 

For reference, during 2016, the EESC processed around 13 000 invoices and credit notes; this figure 

could increase up to an average of 15 000 invoices and credit notes per year. 

 

An electronic invoice (e-invoice) is an invoice that has been issued, transmitted and received in a 

structured electronic format which allows for its automatic and electronic processing, as defined in 

Directive 2014/55/EU. 

 

A structured electronic invoice contains data from the supplier in a machine-readable format that 

will be entered into the EESC's Account Payable system (called ABAC) without requiring manual 

interference, through the use of the e-Prior portal of the European Commission. 

 

A visualized, human readable version of the invoice may be created for reading purposes.  

 

Unstructured invoice data issued in PDF or Word formats, e-mail, OCR (Scanned paper invoices) or 

paper invoices sent via fax machines are not electronic invoices. 

 

Therefore, during the whole execution of the contract, electronic invoices, credit notes (including 

supporting documents attached to invoices and credit notes)  will be exchanged using the ABAC/e-

PRIOR platform, via a system-to-system connection (web services) to be set-up by the TMC on its 

side and to be interconnected to the e-Prior portal (already available). 

 

The TMC has the option to set-up themselves the connection to e-PRIOR or to use the services of a 

third-party service provider. 
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e-Prior accepts all electronic invoices (and attached documents) complying with Commission 

Implementing Decision (EU) 2017/1870 published in OJ L 266/19 of 17 October 2017. The syntax 

for all electronic invoices is in UBL as defined in ISO/IEC 19845:2015 (see annexe of the 

implementing decision). 

 

The related documentation detailing the technical and functional characteristics of the e-PRIOR 

platform can be found at: https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/ePRIOR/The+e-

Procurement+suite 

 

EESC/e-Prior will provide all necessary documentation to interconnect the TMC's back office 

system to e-Prior; a testing phase will allow checking the machine-to-machine interconnection prior 

to the generation of legally binding invoices and credit notes. 

 

The mandatory metadata to be attached to each e-invoice and credit note are listed in Table 1. The 

list of fields is not exhaustive and changes can be made throughout the duration of a contract. 

 

The invoices submitted in electronic format shall fulfil the conditions regarding electronic signature 

specified by Directive 2006/112/EC on VAT. In this context, the TMC will not be allowed to 

generate invoices having a value equal to 0 EUR. 

 

The TMC shall ensure that it invoices any ticket or voucher issued immediately (one invoice or one 

credit note per booking reference and per passenger). The TMC shall issue invoices for debited 

amounts and credit notes for credited amounts, no mixture of those amounts shall figure in one 

document. Any credit note should have a clear reference to the initial invoice and indicate clearly 

cancellation or other charges in case the invoice is not fully reimbursed. 

 

4.2 Global location number 

 

The successful tenderer may be required to acquire a Global Location Number (GLN), at no 

additional cost for the EESC. The GLN is designed to improve the efficiency of communication with 

suppliers.  

GLNs are used to identify the organisation such as whole companies or subsidiaries by means of 

electronic communication. 

 

5 Global Distribution System (GDS)  

 

The TMC will process bookings using the GDS of its choice (e.g. Amadeus, Galileo, Sabre, etc.)  

 

The geographical breakdown of EESC travels during 2016 was the following: 

 

 

Region % 

Europe 98.16 

Africa 1.08 

Latin America 0.32 

North America 0.29 

Asia 0.12 

Middle East 0.03 

 

The table is provided purely for information purposes and is not binding.  

 

 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/ePRIOR/The+e-Procurement+suite
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/wikis/display/ePRIOR/The+e-Procurement+suite
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For each air ticket issued, the agency TMC shall be able to track, store and report to the EESC: 

- The effective use of each segment of each ticket issued (Flown); for this purpose, the agency will 

take all measures to record the flown status and store it into a system external to the GDS. On a 

daily basis, the agency will generate and send to the EESC a flat file containing the use of each 

ticket. 

 

- The tracking and reporting on unused tickets including open, cancelled, void, through a daily 

monitor on the GDS of unused ticket queue. 

 

- The reconciliation between the GDS and the TMC back office, tracking those tickets that have 

been exchanged, documenting the new invoice number, new ticket number, exchange agent, and 

any change fees.  

 

Upon request from the Institution, the TMC shall provide flat files (.csv format, XML or equivalent) 

containing all data mentioned above. The frequency, the structure and the fields of the flat files will 

be agreed between the two parties. 

 

From the entry into force of the contract, the travel shall activate the automated communication of 

“Flown” status (see paragraph 9.2), using a mix of data originated from the GDS and from the agency 

back office. 

5.1 Use of GDS by the institution’s staff 

For the EESC, the TMC shall provide free access to each of the GDS to maximum 15 simultaneous 

staff members free of charge and hence enable those staff members to consult actual and past 

bookings, check availabilities, quote prices and even perform bookings.  

5.2 Client’s profile 

According to article II.9 of the draft contract, the TMC shall respect all the applicable legislation 

with regard to the data protection.  

 

6 Contractual Penalties 

 

By derogation to article II.15 of the contract, if the Contractor:  

 

 fails to issue a ticket of which the booking was duly confirmed by the traveller or by the responsible 

service, or  

 fails to issue a ticket in time for it to be used, or  

 makes an error in issuing the ticket by comparison with the confirmed reservation, 

 makes an error in issuing the ticket so that the traveller is denied boarding by the transport company 

(e.g. wrong or mistaken name of the traveller) 

 

it is liable for the full costs incurred by the EESC or the traveller to ensure that the journey is 

successfully carried through (this includes all costs in respect of transport, accommodation, meals, 

etc.). If the journey cannot be carried through due to the failures explained above, a penalty of 1.000 

€ will be charged, on top of any expenditure already incurred in organising the travel.  

 

If the Contractor: 

 

 issues a ticket or voucher for a booking overlapping with an existing booking processed by the 

Contractor for the same traveller without having requested the traveller for clarification, or 

 fails to adapt the booking of accommodation following a modification of the transport or vice versa, 

or 
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 cancels a ticket too late although it has received the request for cancellation in time, or  

 fails to request reimbursement of a non-used part of a ticket from the airline (this includes also the 

taxes non-used) 

 does not follow the instructions given by the departments responsible for the reimbursement of 

travel expenses and issues a ticket which is not compliant with the applicable travel policy  

 

it will bear any additional costs incurred due to the mistake. 

 

If the Contractor does not apply the provisions stated under point 5.1 of Annex 1 to the Specifications 

(Technical Terms and Conditions Common To All Lots) as follows: 

 

 Phone calls: a penalty of 5 € applies for calls with more than 1 minute waiting time. 

 Written confirmations: a penalty of 30 € applies for every day delay of submission over the 

indicated period. 

7 Installations and equipment 

7.1 Offices   

Installation of the TMC: The EESC will assign and maintain the premises (cleaning, heating, 

electricity, water, etc.) and fit out with furniture (desks, chairs, cupboards, etc.). 

Furthermore, the EESC shall also provide the TMC free of charge with telephones and tools 

necessary for internal and external communication as a whole and shall defray the cost of using that 

equipment. 

However, the TMC shall equip the premises with computers and all additional equipment when 

applicable like specific network equipment and encryption boxes. 

The TMC will be required to adapt to the computer and network architecture of the EESC and to the 

developments thereof. 

The passive cabling of the EESC's building is available in the TMC’s current offices and can be used 

for that purpose. 

 

The current offices are situated on the following addresses:  

 

Brussels, Van Maerlant street, number 2, 6th floor (VMA 6/48 and VMA 6/17). 

 

The offices where the services are delivered might be subject to changes during the execution of the 

contract.  

The EESC reserves the right to reassign the premises for other purposes according to their own 

requirements. The TMC may not alter the fixtures in any way or change their use without the prior 

written authorisation of the EESC.  

 

For information purposes: the EESC cannot guarantee enough car parking places in its premises for 

all staff of the TMC.  

 

8 Description of the teams 

8.1 Contract manager  

The TMC shall be required to appoint a contract manager and a deputy replacing the contract 

manager during his/her absence, with sufficient expertise and authority to represent the TMC in its 

contacts with the EESC. 

 

The contract manager and the deputy are not required to be physically present at all times at the 

EESC. However, the contract manager (or deputy) shall be reachable by phone and e-mail and if 

requested by the EESC, he/she will be present for meetings in order to review the activities of, and 
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the value added by, the TMC (procedures in place, compliance with internal rules, quality of the 

services rendered, etc.).  

 

The contract manager and the deputy shall also have the mandate from the TMC to take decisions 

with regard to the operational part of the execution of the contract as set out in these technical 

specifications.  

  

8.2 Team proposed  

The staff assigned to perform the services must be numerically sufficient to perform the required 

tasks and to respond to incoming requests according to the conditions set in point 15.1 of Annex 1 

to the Specifications (Technical Terms and Conditions Common To All Lots). 

At the beginning of the contract, the TMC will deploy four FTE in the EESC implant. One of the 

four FTE will be appointed as team leader and will represent the TMC for all daily contacts with the 

representatives of the EESC. 

 

This quantity could be modified, upwards or downwards, during the execution of the contract prior 

a written agreement between the two parties. 

 

During the execution of the contract, use of the Online Booking Tool by the EESC's different 

categories of travellers could have an effect on the organisation of the TMC team with direct impact 

on the number of FTE necessary to perform the requested services. The increase of the number of 

transactions done through OBT might lead to a decrease of the TMC team. 

 

The number of transactions, made by the travellers via the OBT, will count for 50 % when 

the number of transactions will be determined. Example: on an annual basis 11.000 "flight 

transactions" (tickets issued, cancelled) have been executed, of which 4.000 were made via 

the OBT, the number of transactions to be taken into account will be: 9.000 = (7.000 + 

4.000/2). 

9 Working hours and days (without prejudicing the availability of the emergency service 

24/7)  

Opening hours TMC at EESC 

 

Day Brussels 

Monday  9.00 to 18.00  

Tuesday  9.00 to 18.00 

Wednesday  9.00 to 18.00 

Thursday  9.00 to 18.00 

Friday  9.00 to 17.00  

 

The TMC shall ensure the full service during the core hours (form 10 till 12.30 and from 1:30 till 

17.00) except Friday where the core hours in the afternoon are until 15:30.  

Outside the core hours the TMC shall ensure the presence of at least two FTE. 

 

At the request of an Institution, the working hours may be adapted, for instance accordingly to 

changes of the statutory working hours according to the applicable Staff regulation.  
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The offices of the TMC are open from Monday till Friday except on the days when the offices of the 

Institution concerned are closed. On days, considered as holiday in Belgium, but considered as 

working day by the Institutions (such as 11 November), the TMC shall be open as normal, without 

any compensation at charge of the EESC. 

 

For information, the 2017 calendar of holidays and office closing days is as follows: 

 

New Year 1 and 2 January 2017 

Easter  13 to 17 April 2017 included 

Labour Day  1 May 2017 

Europe day 9 May 2017 

Ascension  25 and 26 May 2017 

Whit Monday  5 June 2017 

National Day 21 July 2017 

Assumption  15 August 2017 

All Saints 1 to 3 November 2017 included 

Christmas  22 December to 31 December 2017 included 

 

The holiday calendar will be notified to the TMC every year.  

 

When the contract enters into force, the TMC shall find an agreement with the service responsible 

for the execution of the contract, how and at which extent office closing days of the institutions 

which are not public holidays in Belgium have to be compensated with leave of the staff of the TMC. 

 

The Institution may request in case of urgent need the TMC that their staff works outside office hours 

on week-ends or on days which are normally considered as office closing days in the Institutions. 

Extra costs related to this service shall be included in the next the payment of the management fee, 

after mutual and prior approval of these costs. The TMC shall provide the costs per person and per 

hour before an agreement can be granted by the Institution. They shall appear separately on the 

monthly invoice, its calculation attached to it. The calculation of the extra costs shall comply with 

the applicable national legislation on overtime or extra working hours during holidays. The TMC 

shall give evidence that the national legislation has been applied. 

 

On the first day of each EESC Plenary Sessions which is a Wednesday (9 Plenary Sessions per 

year; the exact dates will be communicated to the TMC at the beginning of each year), one agent of 

the TMC team will have to remain in office until 6.30 pm (knowing that the regular hours are until 

6.00 pm).  

 

During the first day of the Plenary Sessions, one agent of the TMC team shall be present at the 

Plenary Session to assist the Members from 09.00 am till 6.00 pm (with 1 hour lunch break) while 

the other 3 agents remain in the EESC premises. The purpose shall be to provide assistance to the 

Members with similar tasks as those performed at the EESC office (reservations, modifications, 

cancellations, etc.). The EESC will foresee the furniture and equipment. On the other hand, the TMC 

provides the Agent with a laptop equipped with all necessary applications to perform the requested 

tasks. 
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Table 1: Metadata annexed to electronic invoices for the EESC 

 
The following information should be provided as metadata with each e-invoice:  

 

Metadata field Invoice for Members Invoice for Staff Invoice for 

other 

travellers 

Invoices for 

management 

fees 

EESC Unique 

identifier  

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Optional 

Traveller's 

name and 

surname  

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Place (of 

mission) 

Optional Optional Optional n.a. 

Invoice Number Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Invoice Date Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Gross Amount Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Item Number Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Service Type Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Ticket Number Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

User 

Reference* 

Mandatory  Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Routing Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Service 

Provider 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Sales Date Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Date of 

Travelling 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Class Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Airline Code or 

Carrier Code 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Sales Currency 

(SC) 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Net Amount 

(SC) 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Tax (SC) Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Gross Amount 

(SC) 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 
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Billing 

Currency (BC) 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Net Amount 

(BC) 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Tax (BC) Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Gross Amount 

(BC) 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Details Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Employee No Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Dossier number Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Cost Center Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Accounting 

Unit 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Internal 

Account 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Departure Date Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Order Number Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Customer 

Reference 

Optional Optional Optional Optional 

Booking 

reference GDS 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

IATA Number Optional Optional Optional n.a. 

VAT Rate Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Fee Tag Optional Optional Optional n.a. 

CC Service 

Code 

Optional Optional Optional n.a. 

Domestic Tag Optional Optional Optional n.a. 

Due Date Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

1st proposal 

Y/N  

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Amount 1st 

proposal 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 

Supplier 

customer 

reference  

SFM (Mandatory) MIS 

(Mandatory) 

 n.a. 

Date of ticket 

issue 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory n.a. 
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* user reference: at the moment of the present call for tender and when the cost center = 1, 

the structure of "user reference" is as follows: 

Invoice User Reference 

LHR-FCO 12/3 MCKNIGHT 

 BRU-EDI-BRU 10-13/3 PAVLIKKAS  

TRAIN PARIS-BRU-PARIS 16/05 CHASSAGNETTE  

OTP-BRU-OTP 16-17/05 RUSU  

BCN-PRG-BCN 20-24/5 COULON -  

LHR-BRU-LHR 24/5 CURTIS  

BCN-FR-PRG--PRG-BCN 22/5 - 24/5 COULON  

BIA-NCE-BRU 16/5 MALOSSE  

TRAIN BERLIN-HAMBURG 23/5 BISCHOFF 

VIE-BRU-VIE 25/5-1/6 DUBRAVSKA  
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Table 2: List of EESC cost centers 

 

Cost center 
(Department ID 

code)  
DEPARTEMENT CODE SUPPLIER CUSTOMER REF 

19 CES DIR A - CFI (to be defined) 

18 CES DIR A - CSS (to be defined) 

17 CES DIR A - GRE (to be defined) 

16 CES DIR A - JUR (to be defined) 

15 
CES (any other department not 
listed below) 

(to be defined)  

14 CES CCMI (to be defined)  

13 CES COM (to be defined)  

12 CES DIR B - ECO (to be defined)  

11 CES DIR B - REX (to be defined)  

10 CES DIR B - TEN (to be defined)  

9 CES DIR C - EUROPE 2020 (to be defined)  

8 CES DIR C - NAT (to be defined)  

7 CES DIR C - SOC (to be defined)  

6 CES GR I (to be defined)  

5 CES GR II (to be defined)  

4 CES GR III (to be defined)  

3 CES HR SEI (to be defined)  

2 CES MISSIONS MIS 

1 CES MEMBRES SFM 
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Table 3: Example of Flown message  

 

 

 

FLWN-FF : ZQIUPU: WAW.LO.235.Z.24FEB.0720: 

BRU.LO.234.Z.26FEB.1925:WAW: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The syntax used in the first field of the track status column is: 

FLWN-FFFF    = Ticket has been flown (4-segments) 

REF-RR             = Ticket has been refunded (2-segment) 

F-REF-FR          = Ticket has been a mix of Flown and refunded segments 

EXCH-EE           = Ticket has been exchanged (2 segments) 

F-EXCH-FE       = Ticket has a mix of flown and exchanged segments  

VOID-V             = Ticket has been voided (1 segment) 

NOTFOUND  = Ticket no longer in Airline E-ticket database    

 

Status and number of segments 

(2 flown segments, in this example) 

PN

R 

Departure airport 

1st segment 

Airline code 

Flight number 

Travel Class code (1st segment) 

Departure date & time 

1st segment 

Arrival airport  (1st segment) is also 

departure airport for the 2nd segment 

Departure date & time 

2nd  segment 

Travel Class code (2nd  segment) 


